
The Effect of a Hollings Type III Reaction on a 
Trained and Domesticated Canine.

Names



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myqTSNeIkbA


Will a dog leave its food if you 
show it a larger, equal to, or 
smaller piece of lamb (like in 
Jurassic Park when the T.Rex 
leaves its larger amount of food 
to chase the humans), or will 
they keep on eating?

Experiment



If we feed our dogs a large piece of lamb, then try and tempt 
them with another smaller, equal to, or larger piece of lamb, then 
dogs will go for the biggest piece available .

Hypothesis



1.  Set aside 8 equal amounts of lamb, approximately 2”x2”
2. Put one of the eight amounts in a bowl near the dog
3. Start the camera and try to call the dog away without lamb (control)
4. Observe what happens and record in data table
5. Stop camera after test
6. They either come or they don’t, no in if between, give a YES or a NO answer.
7. (15 minutes later) Repeat steps 2 to 6 for more accurate results
8. (The next day) Repeat steps 7, but in step three call away the dog with a small piece of lamb
9. (15 minutes later) Repeat step 8

10. (The next day) Repeat step 9, but call the dog away with a medium amount of lamb
11. (15 minutes later) Repeat step 10
12. Send video to Waj ASAP

Procedure



Data

Levels of I.V Dog went for lamb in hand Dog went for lamb in bowl

No lamb in Hand/control 0 6

Small Piece of Lamb in 
Hand

0 6

Medium Piece of Lamb in 
hand

0 6

Large Piece of Lamb in 
Hand

5 1



Our hypothesis proved the Hollings Type III class reaction correct. With the exception of one outlier, 
the data was accurate. All the dogs went for the most food available, which was in the bowl each time 
except the last. When the most food was in the bowl, the dogs went for that food. When we tempted 
them with a small and medium sized piece of lamb the results showed that the dogs kept eating the 
the lamb in the bowl. It once again proves our hypothesis correct because they were more interested 
in the bigger snacks in the bowl than the snacks they were tempted with. However once we tried 
tempting them with a large piece of lamb, then they skipped the bowl and went for the lamb in the 
hand. However we could improve our experiment by using the same breed of dog just different 
individuals. Labrador retrievers, like Wade’s dog, are notorious eaters. This threw the experiment a 
little because Labs eat as much possible whenever possible. Had we been able to get our hands on at 
least three of the same breed of dog, not Labs because they eat too much, that would have made the 
experiment more accurate. 

Conclusion
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Animation Rigs:
Wolf Rig:  http://www.creativecrash.com/maya/downloads/character-rigs/c/wolfdog
T Rex Rig: http://www.creativecrash.com/maya/downloads/character-rigs/c/t-rex-ma
Squirl Rig: http://www.joshburton.com/projects/Squirrely.asp
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